Anti-inflammatory activity of seed essential oil from Zizyphus jujuba
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ABSTRACT

This study was undertaken to evaluate the effect of essential oil from seeds of Zizyphus jujuba on TPA-induced skin inflammation in experimental mice. Exposure of TPA on the ear of the BALB/c mice caused a marked increase in both ear thickness and skin water content. The ear thickness was measured for TPA-induced ear was 0.54 mm, as compared to control (0.23 mm). Treatment with 1% and 10% of essential oil caused significant decrease in ear thicknesses which were measured to be 0.30 and 0.35 mm, as well as reduce the water content about 51% and 53% in the TPA-induced skin inflammation model, respectively. Furthermore, histological analysis clearly confirmed that Z. jujuba essential oil inhibited the inflammatory responses of skin inflammation in animal model. Therefore, our findings demonstrate that the essential oil of Z. jujuba seeds might accelerate the development of new drugs for various inflammatory diseases.

© 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Inflammation is a physiological response of a body to stimuli, including infections and tissue injury. However, excessive or persistent inflammation causes a variety of pathological conditions, such as bacterial sepsis, rheumatoid arthritis, and skin inflammation (Dinarello, 1997; Palladino et al., 2003). As the primary interface between the body and the external environment, the skin provides the first line of defense against traumatic injury and invasion by microbial pathogens. In addition to its properties as a physical barrier, the skin has many active defense mechanisms (Kupper and Fuhlbrigge, 2004) and regulation of these mechanisms is crucial, as inappropriate or misdirected immune activity is implicated in the pathogenesis of a large variety of inflammatory skin disorders. While some of these conditions are easily remedied, treatments for chronic inflammatory diseases such as psoriasis and atopic dermatitis are not 100% successful (Chi et al., 2003).

High levels of inflammatory cytokines and reactive oxygen species are proposed to contribute to the pathophysiological mechanisms associated with various inflammatory skin disorders (Trouba et al., 2002). It is widely recognized that cutaneous inflammation is produced and maintained by the interaction of various inflammatory cell populations that migrate to the inflammation site in response to the release of soluble pro-inflammatory mediators such as cytokines, prostaglandins, and leukotriene (Briganti and Picardo, 2003; Lee et al., 2003).

Current therapies focus on treating symptoms of skin disorders with a combination of moisturizers, anti-inflammatories, antibiotics, and corticosteroids, with the aim of repairing barrier function, and reducing itch, secondary infections, and inflammation. However, steroids can disrupt a number of cytokine networks involved in lymphocyte function, resulting in immunosuppression, and long-term topical use can decrease collagen synthesis, leading to skin atrophy (Oikarinen et al., 1998). Because of these risks, new therapeutic approaches are being intensively investigated.

A large number of plant species contain various bioactive compounds exhibiting health beneficial properties, anti-oxidative, anti-inflammatory and mainly antimicrobial effects, and their preventive and therapeutic use increases. Numerous natural products have been already tested in various animal models for the development of new anti-inflammatory therapeutics (Chien-Tsong et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2009).

The jujuba fruit has been described as the “fruit of life”. The ancient Chinese learned the unique properties over thousands of years. Today’s medical practitioners are now finding scientific proof of its exceptional properties. Jujuba or red date is a species of Zizyphus jujuba is a thorny rhamnaceous plant in the buckthorn family Rhamnaceae, used primarily for its fruits. Its precise natural distribution is uncertain due to extensive cultivation, but is thought to be in southern Asia, Syria, northern India, southern and central China, and possibly also southeastern Europe though more likely introduced there. Wikipedia said. Fruits of this plant are edible and different parts of Z. jujuba possess multiple medicinal properties such as anti-fertility, analgesic, and antiglaucoma (Ambasta, 1986; Erememilig et al., 1995). The local tribal people use the bark mixture of Z. jujuba to prevent the pregnancy
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2. Materials and methods

2.1. Plant material

The seeds of *Z. jujuba* were collected from the local area of Kyoungsan, Republic of Korea, in August 2008. Seeds were cleaned, dried and ground. Initially the seeds were identified by morphological features and in-house data base by Prof. Man Kyu Huh. A voucher specimen number was deposited in the Herbarium of the College of Engineering, Department of Biotechnology, Daegu University, Republic of Korea.

2.2. Chemicals

12-O-tetradecanoylphorbol-13-acetate (TPA) and hydrocortisone were purchased from Sigma–Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). All other chemicals and reagents were of the highest commercial grade.

2.3. Experimental animals

Five-week-old female BALB/c mice (18–20 g) were purchased from Orient Bio Inc. (Seoul, South Korea). The animals were kept in polypolyne cages (three mice per cage) and maintained on a standard laboratory diet and water *ad libitum*. They were housed in an air-conditioned room with 12:12 h light and dark cycle at least 7-day prior to experiment. The room temperature (about 23°C) and humidity (about 60%) were controlled automatically.

2.4. Isolation of the essential oil

About 250 g ground seeds of *Z. jujuba* were subjected to hydrodistillation for 3 h using a Clevenger type apparatus. The oil was dried over anhydrous Na$_2$SO$_4$ and preserved in a sealed vial at 4°C until further analysis.

2.5. Assay of TPA-induced inflammation in mice

12-O-tetradecanoylphorbol-13-acetate (TPA) induced a skin inflammation resulting in increase in ear thickness and skin water content in BALB/c mice. TPA was dissolved in AOO (acetone:olive oil = 4:1) and used as an inducer of skin inflammation. A volume of 10 μl was delivered to both the inner and outer surfaces of the ear for inducing skin inflammation. Ten microliters of the sample solution, its vehicle, as a control, was applied topically about 30 min prior to TPA treatment. Hydrocortisone (HC), which is currently used to treat various inflammatory skin diseases, was used as a positive control. Ear thickness was determined with a pocket thickness gauge with a range of 0–9 mm, graduated at 0.01 mm intervals and modified so that the contact surface area was increased to reduce the loading, which was applied to the tip of the ear. The ear thickness was measured before treatment (a) and 4 h after the TPA treatment (b = TPA alone; b' = TPA plus sample). The following values were then calculated:

\[
\text{Edema A induced by TPA alone (b − a)}.
\]

\[
\text{Inhibitory rate} \% = \frac{\text{(edema A − edema B)}}{\text{edema A}} \times 100.
\]

After measuring ear thickness, animals were anesthetized and 6 mm$^2$ diameter ear punch biopsies were collected and individually weighed on a Mettler–Toledo H4/e balance and the weight was defined as wet weight. The ears were dried for 24 h in dry oven, weighed again and the weight was defined as dry weight. Skin water content was calculated by subtracting dry weight from wet weight and dividing this by dry weight again, and expressed as mg H$_2$O/mg dry weight.

2.6. Morphological analysis of mouse ear tissue

For morphological assessment of cutaneous inflammation, biopsies from control and treated ears of mice in each treatment group were collected and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (0.1 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.4) and decalcified. Fixed tissues were serially sliced at a thickness of 5.0 μm using a microtome (LEICA RM 2125RT, Nussloch, Germany). The sections were stained with Harry's hematoxylin-eosin and its length was measured by using light microscopy and a representative area was selected for qualitative light microscopic analysis of the cell mediated inflammatory response.

2.7. Statistical analysis

The results are expressed as mean ± SD. One-way ANOVA and Dunnett’s t-test was used for multiple comparisons using GraphPad Prism (GraphPad Software Inc., San Diego, CA, USA). The criterion for statistical significance was set at *p* < 0.05.

3. Results

3.1. In vivo anti-inflammatory effect of *Z. jujuba* essential oil

To investigate whether the seed essential oil of *Z. jujuba* is able to attenuate the inflammation in the skin, we attempted TPA-induced skin inflammation model to assess the potential anti-inflammatory effect of topically applied essential oil of *Z. jujuba* in vivo. Increased skin thickening is often the first hallmark of skin irritation and local inflammation. This parameter is an indicator of number of processes that occur during skin inflammation, including increased vascular permeability, edema and swelling within the dermis, and proliferation of epidermal keratinocytes. Exposure of TPA on the ear of the mouse resulted in marked increases in both
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skin thickness (Fig. 1A) and skin water content in BALB/c mice (Fig. 1B).

Fig. 1A shows that TPA (4 mM) caused a substantial increase in ear thickness, while the topical application of essential oil of *Z. jujuba* significantly inhibited this increase in ear thickness. When the ear thickness was measured, more than twice increase was observed for TPA-induced ear (0.54 ± 0.04 mm) with those of non-treated mice (0.23 ± 0.01 mm). Treatment with 1% and 10% of essential oil caused significant decrease in ear thicknesses which were measured to be 0.30 ± 0.02 and 0.35 ± 0.01 mm, respectively. The effect of 1% and 10% of essential oil on TPA-induced ear was also comparable to that of 1% of HC (0.50 ± 0.1 mm), which was used as a positive control. Increase in skin water content induced by TPA was also suppressed by essential oil treatment in a concentration-dependent manner (Fig. 1B). Treatment with 1% and 10% of essential oil caused about 51% and 53% reduction of water content in TPA-induced skin inflammation model, respectively. However, treatment with hydrocortisone caused about 39% reduction of water content in TPA-induced ear. As the results shown in Fig. 1A and 1B, the inhibitory effect of 1% and 10% of essential oil on TPA-induced skin inflammation was better than that of 1% of HC. Thus, these results demonstrate that essential oil of *Z. jujuba* exerted potential anti-inflammatory effects in vivo.

3.2. Examining the mouse ear tissue morphology

We investigated H&E-stained ear sections from TPA-induced animals. TPA application resulted in a marked increase in ear thickness with clear evidence of edema, epidermal hyperplasia, and substantial inflammatory cell infiltration in the dermis with accompanying connective tissue disruption (Fig. 2A and B). By histological comparison, 1% of essential oil treatment reduced ear thickness and associated pathological indicators to an extent comparable to eugenol and the positive control hydrocortisone (HC) (Fig. 2C–E). These results directly illustrate the effects of essential oil within the target tissue, providing further evidence that *Z. jujuba* essential oil ameliorates TPA-induced contact dermatitis.

To further elucidate the effect of *Z. jujuba* essential oil on TPA-induced skin inflammation, we measured the thickness of epidermal and dermal area of mice ear tissue. As shown in Fig. 3, the thickness of epidermal area of essential oil treated ear tissue (15.2 ± 2.9 µm²) was found to be nearly same as control (12.3 ± 2.1 µm²), whereas, the thicknesses of epidermal area for TPA, HC and eugenol were 19.9 ± 3.7, 17.8 ± 3.6 and 16.2 ± 3.1 µm², respectively. Further, the thickness of dermal area of essential oil treated ear tissue provides the evidence that *Z. jujuba* essential oil exhibited highest anti-inflammatory activity among all the tested samples (Fig. 4). The thicknesses of dermal area for essential oil, TPA, HC and eugenol were 185.5 ± 20.4, 249.7 ± 40.1, 309.7 ± 28.6 and 204.8 ± 28.2 µm², respectively.

4. Discussion

Inflammatory diseases are currently treated with steroidal and non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) (Langman, 1998). Unfortunately, both of these widely-prescribed drug classes have significant negative side effects, reducing their use in certain segments of the population (Juni et al., 2005; Pathak et al., 2005). Hence, there is a need to develop new drugs with novel modes of
action that do not produce considerable side effects. Natural product-based anti-inflammatory agents with a transcriptional mode of action, good efficacy and lower risk of side effects offer promising treatment and prevention of inflammation-related conditions.

It is well known that topical application of TPA induces cutaneous inflammation and epidermal hyperplasia (Clark et al., 1985). The TPA application results in a series of events of numerous cellular, biochemical, and molecular changes that eventually lead to the pathological alterations of the mouse skin (Kensler et al., 1987; Nakamura et al., 1998, 2000). The TPA treatment stimulates infiltration of inflammatory cells, which release large amount of H2O2 causing oxidative stress (Wei and Frenkel, 1993; Bhasin et al., 2003). The oxidative stress may further amplify the TPA-induced skin injury. Depending on animal models of skin inflammation employed, there are substantial differences in the nature of inflammation produced. For instance, phenol treated contact dermatitis in mice produced an acute inflammation accompanied by dermal edema, and an animal model of delayed hypersensitivity induced an infiltration of inflammatory cells in the lesion (Mitsui et al., 2003; Lim et al., 2004).

This research work describes the complex effect of essential oil on TPA-induced skin inflammation. We examined the effect of Z. jujuba essential oil on TPA-induced skin inflammation in a dose-dependent manner. At preliminary stage, we use 1% and 10% of oil for in vivo experiment, but the results showed nearly same for reducing TPA-induced ear thickness and skin water content. On the basis of the in vivo results, we use only 1% of essential oil during histological analysis. In histological analysis, we also compared the effect of preventive and therapeutic effect of eugenol as it was confirmed in the present investigation (Peana et al., 2002; Fernandes et al., 2007; Ko et al., 2008).

5. Conclusions

The results presented in this report suggest possible applications of essential oil from seeds of Z. jujuba as a useful anti-inflammatory agent. Moreover, the anti-inflammatory effects of the major pharmacological components present in the essential oil of Z. jujuba seeds might accelerate the development of new drugs for various inflammatory diseases.
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